heirlo om
to better understand and appreciate a whiskey being produced today it helps
to experience its history. our heirloom collection aims to accomplish
this by offering a rare bridge the to the past. each of our heirloom
whiskies were bottled at least twenty years ago and each has undergone a
change in recipe or distiller since then. each example states something
about the history of the craft and give us insight on its direction.
bottled / proof / 2oz.
eagle rare 10y.........................

1986

101

195

prior to being distilled in frankfort kentucky, at buffalo trace, eagle
rare was distilled in lawrenceburg kentucky by segrams and earlier in new
orleans by sazerac. this earlier version is a completely different bird
than the one currently produced.

old grand dad barrel proof.............

1980

114

145

currently a product of jim beam, ogd 114 proof was distilled by national
distillers until 1992 with their 114 offering being the highest proof and
arguably the most flavorful in the distillery’s lineup. this recipe has not
been available in retail stores for nearly 30 years and is truly a taste
experience.

old kentucky tavern....................

1972

86

105

the original recipe was produced by the r. monarch distillery of owensborough,
ky beginning in 1898 and later by the glenmore distillery which produced
this bottle in lexington, ky 45 years ago.

old weller special reserve 7y..........

1977

107

285

this bottle is one of the flagship labels from the former stitzel weller
distillery founded by pappy van winkle. pappy’s recipe for “the original
wheated bourbon” dates back to before prohibition and was used by old weller
7y until the sw distillery closed it’s doors in 1992. today, the old weller
name has found a new home at buffalo trace, where it is distilled, though
no longer a 7 year old whiskey.

wild turkey 8y.........................

1984

101

75

the wild turkey found on shelves today is very different from the juice
produced by austin nichols distillery, which founded the name and recipe.
today’s wild turkey has changed the staves, rye content and also dropped the
8 year age statement, producing an altogether different whiskey.

